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How to paint a roomBy the time you read this short fact-filled step-by-step instructional book you
will know exactly how to paint a room from scratch to finished perfection.If you already have
some experience of painting a room, or even if you’re a complete rookie, this book will help you
handle the job confidently like an experienced professional decorator.That’s because these
instructions are given by Micky “Buzzer” Quinn, an ‘old-school’ Irish craftsman who was a
professional painter and decorator for almost 50 years before recently retiring.You’re getting first-
hand instructions straight from the horse’s mouth. You’ll see the exact steps to follow in every
stage of the process, leaving nothing out.He’ll also give you his top 26 trade secrets and
shortcuts that save you loads of time and effort, and insider tips and tricks only an experienced
decorator would know, to help make almost every painting job a breeze...the sort of knowledge
that keeps the top professional decorators in constant demand year after year.You’ll get a
master-class on paintbrush techniques that you can learn in minutes and use today, so you’ll
know how to “cut-in” straighter than ever and you’ll know exactly what to do when you reach an
awkward corner or hard to reach section of woodwork or wall.You’ll learn how to choose the right
colours and finishes to create whatever mood you desire.These step-by-step instructions are
super-simple to follow and there’s simple charts showing the correct order of doing
everything.All the secret tips are listed together in one chapter at the end so after you’ve read
the book you’ll easily locate them again in a flash.Follow the steps in this ‘How to Paint a Room’
book and you’ll be clear on exactly what to do, totally confident and proud of your results.You’ll
be “walking the walk” in no time. We’ll be using some slang terms and phrases used by
professional painters and decorators, but we’ll explain exactly what each one means, so you’ll
be “talking the talk” as well.Be prepared, when friends and family see your finished work they’ll
be asking you to paint their rooms too.So get started, right now.
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be asking you to paint their rooms too. So let’s get started.Copyright Copyright © 2012 by Sean
Quinn Cover and internal design © Sean Quinn All rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced in any form or by any electronic or mechanical means including information storage
and retrieval systems – except in the case of brief quotations in articles or reviews – without the
permission in writing from it’s publisher, Sean Quinn. All brand names and product names used
in this book are trademarks, registered trademarks, or trade names of their respective holders.
We are not associated with any product or vendor in this book.Table Of Contents How to Paint a
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Secrets and ShortcutsAll DoneAbout The AuthorDedication This book is dedicated to Micky
“Buzzer” Quinn. He learned his craft as a painter and decorator, worked hard and took huge
pride in his work, all through his career lasting almost 50 years. He’s the most generous person
I’ve ever known. Thanks Dad.Talking the Talk - Painters’ Terms and Phrases Here are some of
the phrases and words that I used every single day as a professional painter, but some of these



might be new to you. I’ll fully explain what each one means so that when it appears in the book
you’ll know exactly what to do. Oil-based - Nowadays called solvent-based paint. This won’t mix
with water, only white spirits. Cutting-in –Using your paintbrush to paint very accurately and very
straight along a joint or corner where two different surfaces meet, for example where the wall
meets the ceiling or where the woodwork meets the wall. It also refers to painting tightly around
fixtures like light switches.I’m right handed so I think it’s easier to start cutting-in following a left-
to-right direction. With practice you’ll get good at painting in either direction. I’ll give you more
instructions on how to cut-in a little later when we look at Paint Brush Techniques. Leaving-off or,
leave-it-off – This might be the first time you’ve ever heard this term. It refers to using your brush
or roller in a way that creates a firm solid finish on woodwork and walls. If you don’t “leave-it-off”
properly the painted surface will show brush marks or roller marks and have a less solid
finish. Here’s how to leave-it-off: Let’s say you’re painting a door frame and you’ve just brushed
on some paint to a section about 18 inches, working down from the top to the bottom. Then you
do one final continuous stroke back over what you have just painted, working the stroke
backwards from the unpainted part over the painted part. Then for each new section you paint,
finish off with a continuous stroke back over that particular section. Working-in – This is getting
the paint onto you’re brush or roller at the start, before you begin applying the paint. I cover
exactly why and how this is done in Paint Brush Techniques section a little later. Edging – You
want to avoid this happening. Edging mostly occurs with oil-based paints. When the paint is
drying it becomes sticky and hardens and it makes an edge between the painted and unpainted
surfaces, which is very difficult to match-in, and will ruin the final smooth finish. For example if
you painted the top half of a door and stopped for a tea-break, the drying paint would create a
hard edge, so when you continued to finish the bottom half of the door there would be a visible
line showing. You can avoid edging by completing the painting of a full section of wall or
woodwork. For example, when painting skirting boards, only stop when you reach a corner. I talk
a bit more about this later on in the “Taking a Break” section. Runners – These happen most
when using oil-based paints, like undercoating and glossing. If you apply too much paint at once
or don’t spread the paint enough, it starts to run, like a ripple or a teardrop. Simply “catch” the
runners with your paintbrush. Remove most of the paint from the brush and stroke over the
runners as if you’re repainting that small area again. Sash tool – A paintbrush used for painting
windows.Planning Tools and EquipmentI’m pretty much old school when it comes to the tools
needed for painting jobs. I’ve hardly ever used any of the new gadgets that have come out over
the years that supposedly make painting a room easier and faster. That doesn’t mean the latest
devises aren’t any good, it’s just that I feel they’re often more effort than they’re worth. It’s a bit
like cutting a loaf of bread with an electric carving knife, by the time you’ve taken it out of the
cupboard, got it plugged in and ready to go, you could have used a good knife to have the bread
sliced and served up already. However, if you really feel these devices make your job easier then
that’s great. Firstly I’ll list everything you need, and then I’ll go into a bit more detail on
each. Paint Brushes Rollers Paint tray / scuttle Dust sheets / protective covers Overalls and a



cap Scraper Masking tape and paper Sandpaper and wire wool Fillers Tube of decorators caulk
and applicator gun White spirits Step-ladder Roller extension pole Extra paint pot Stirring
stick Old Cardboard for preparation area Ok that’s the list. Here are a few extra details that will
help you: Paint Brushes You’ll need a couple of different brushes: 3 inch brush for cutting
in walls and ceilings, a 2 inch brush (or smaller) for woodwork, and a dusting brush or spare dry
paintbrush for dusting off areas before painting.Buy the best quality brushes you can afford.
Paintbrushes are made with synthetic bristles or natural bristles. I always go for the natural-
bristle brushes. They’re a bit more expensive but I think they’re worth it. Rollers For walls
and ceilings (using usually water based paints) the rollers are usually made from wool or
synthetic wool. These can have a short, medium and long pile. A medium is usually best for
internal walls. The longer/thicker haired rollers are better for rough or dimpled walls. You’ll also
need a radiator roller, a small roller with a long handle that allows you to reach down to paint the
wall behind radiators.For oil-based paint and varnish you’ll normally use a short-pile roller. 
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windows.Planning Tools and EquipmentI’m pretty much old school when it comes to the tools
needed for painting jobs. I’ve hardly ever used any of the new gadgets that have come out over
the years that supposedly make painting a room easier and faster. That doesn’t mean the latest
devises aren’t any good, it’s just that I feel they’re often more effort than they’re worth. It’s a bit
like cutting a loaf of bread with an electric carving knife, by the time you’ve taken it out of the
cupboard, got it plugged in and ready to go, you could have used a good knife to have the bread
sliced and served up already. However, if you really feel these devices make your job easier then
that’s great. Firstly I’ll list everything you need, and then I’ll go into a bit more detail on
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cap Scraper Masking tape and paper Sandpaper and wire wool Fillers Tube of decorators caulk
and applicator gun White spirits Step-ladder Roller extension pole Extra paint pot Stirring
stick Old Cardboard for preparation area Ok that’s the list. Here are a few extra details that will
help you: Paint Brushes You’ll need a couple of different brushes: 3 inch brush for cutting
in walls and ceilings, a 2 inch brush (or smaller) for woodwork, and a dusting brush or spare dry
paintbrush for dusting off areas before painting.Buy the best quality brushes you can afford.
Paintbrushes are made with synthetic bristles or natural bristles. I always go for the natural-
bristle brushes. They’re a bit more expensive but I think they’re worth it. Rollers For walls
and ceilings (using usually water based paints) the rollers are usually made from wool or
synthetic wool. These can have a short, medium and long pile. A medium is usually best for
internal walls. The longer/thicker haired rollers are better for rough or dimpled walls. You’ll also
need a radiator roller, a small roller with a long handle that allows you to reach down to paint the
wall behind radiators.For oil-based paint and varnish you’ll normally use a short-pile roller. Paint
tray / scuttle I hate those shallow, light plastic roller trays that are so popular these days.
They’re flimsy, too shallow, you can’t take one up a ladder with you and they’re difficult to move
around when you’ve paint in them. I’ve always used a proper metal (or plastic) paint scuttle for
applying paint with a roller. They’re deep, tough, more secure and have a handle making them
very easy to move around and take up a ladder if need be. They’re slightly more expensive that
the tray but it’s worth it. But, you choose whichever you’re happiest with. Dust sheets / protective
covers Proper painter’s dust sheets are great because they’re huge and they’ll
make your job a lot easier. They’re usually made from non-slip cotton. You could get away with
using old bed sheets. Clear polythene is also useful when covering furniture because you can
see what’s underneath and so you are less likely to set something damaging on top.
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